
Theatreworks USA presents

Charlotte’s Web 
Sunday, February 9 — 3 pm
Charlotte’s Web is based on E.B. White’s loving
story of the friendship between a pig named
Wilbur and a little gray spider named
Charlotte. Recommended ages: 
Grades K through 5.

Gettysburg College & the Greater 
Adams County Community 

presents Live on the Majestic Stage

Mountainfilm on Tour
Friday, January 31 — 7:30 pm
Experience the best in short documentary films from the annual Mountainfilm festival in
Telluride, Colorado. Join us for a celebration of adventure, the environment and the human spirit
with special guest emcee from Telluride. Advance tickets - $15; At door - $20; students - $10

“We Shall Overcome”
A Celebration of 
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
Saturday, January 25 
7:30 pm 
Inspired by the words and actions of
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., “We Shall
Overcome” presented by composer
and pianist Damien Sneed showcases

repertoire from across African American music traditions. Gettysburg’s 40th
anniversary Martin Luther King Jr. Celebration. FREE. Reservations suggested.

Tickets on Sale 
Now!

25 Carlisle Street • Gettysburg, PA • <;
Box Office 717-337-8200 • gettysburgmajestic.orgAll New Digital Cinemas

Tickets $8.50
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JANUARY-FEBRUARY 2020 MOVIE SCHEDULE

The Prado Museum: 
A Collection of Wonders  
Monday, January 20

Frida: Viva la Vida
Monday, April 20

Leonardo 500
Monday, May 11

Hermitage: The Power of Art
Monday, June 1

Great Art On Screen
Mondays, 2 pm and 7 pm Tickets: $18
Experience the lives and works of great art
masters, filmed on location and featuring
insights from art experts and historians.



Oscar Nominated Shorts
Oscar Nominated Shorts in the Live Action and Animation
categories are shown in advance of the February 9, 2020
Academy Awards ceremony.

Portrait of a Lady on Fire (2 hrs, 1 min)
In 1760s France, a female painter arrives on an isolated
island to paint a wedding portrait of a reluctant bride.
France, 1760. Marianne is commissioned to paint the
wedding portrait of Héloïse, a young woman who has
just left the convent. Because she is a reluctant bride-to-
be, Marianne arrives under the guise of companionship,
observing Héloïse by day and secretly painting her by

firelight at night. As the two women orbit one another, intimacy and attraction
grow as they share Héloïse’s first moments of freedom. Héloïse’s portrait soon
becomes a collaborative act of and testament to their love.
Rating: R

A Hidden Life (2 hrs, 54 mins)
Austrian farmer Franz Jägerstätter, a conscientious
objector, refuses to fight for the Nazis during World 
War II in this true story directed by Terrence Malick.
Based on real events, A Hidden Life is the story of an
unsung hero, Franz Jägerstätter, who refused to fight
for the Nazis in World War II. When the Austrian
peasant farmer is faced with the threat of execution

for treason, it is his unwavering faith and his love for his wife Fanni and
children that keeps his spirit alive.
Rating: PG-13

Clemency (1 hr, 53 mins)
Prison warden Bernadine Williams confronts the emotional
and psychological toll years of carrying out death row
executions have taken while preparing to execute another
inmate. Starring Alfre Woodard.
Years of carrying out death row executions have 
taken a toll on prison warden Bernadine Williams 
(Alfre Woodard). As she prepares to execute another

inmate, Bernadine must confront the psychological and emotional demons her job
creates, ultimately connecting her to the man she is sanctioned to kill.
Rating: R

The Song of Names (1 hr, 53 mins)
A man searches for a long lost brother in an emotional
detective story spanning two continents and half a
century. Starring Tim Roth and Clive Owen.
As Europe erupts into World War II, 9-year-old Martin
comes to love his new brother Dovidl, a highly gifted
violin prodigy of the same age and recent Polish-Jewish
refugee to London. But hours before Dovidl’s debut

concert performance at the age of 21 he vanishes without a trace, causing
shame and ruin for their family. A lifetime later, a young violinist shows a 
56-year-old Martin a stylistic flourish that could only have been taught by
Dovidl. This triggers Martin’s odyssey overseas in search of his lost brother, 
one that will lead to surprising revelations for both men and for Helen, the
woman who stood between them.
Rating: PG-13

1917 (1 hr, 58 mins)
During the First World War, two British soldiers must
complete an impossible mission — cross enemy lines to
deliver a message that will stop an attack on hundreds 
of soldiers. Directed by Sam Mendes; Starring Benedict
Cumberbatch, Richard Madden, Andrew Scott, Colin Firth.
At the height of the First World War, two young British
soldiers, Schofield (Captain Fantastic’s George MacKay)

and Blake (Game of Thrones’ Dean-Charles Chapman) are given a seemingly
impossible mission. In a race against time, they must cross enemy territory and
deliver a message that will stop a deadly attack on hundreds of soldiers —
Blake’s own brother among them.
Rating: R

Little Women (2 hrs, 14 mins)
Writer and director Greta Gerwig sensitively updates this
coming-of-age period drama about the March sisters based
on the beloved novel by Louisa May Alcott. Starring Saoirse
Ronan, Emma Watson, Timothee Chalamet, Laura Dern, and
Meryl Streep. | Four sisters come of age in the aftermath of
the Civil War in this movie based on the classic novel and
writings of Louisa May Alcott. The author’s alter ego, Jo

March, reflects back and forth on her fictional life. In Gerwig’s take, the beloved
story of the March sisters — four young women each determined to live life on
her own terms — is both timeless and timely.
Rating: PG

Movie Show Times: Monday–Saturday 4 & 7pm • Sunday 2 & 5pm • For exact times see www.gettysburgmajestic.org

Because film distributors often do not confirm schedules until 2-3 weeks in advance, the films listed below do not yet have confirmed show dates.
For final dates, please check newspaper listings, our website at www.gettysburgmajestic.org or call our film hotline at 717-337-8200, press 1 then 2.

J A N U A R Y - F E B R U A R Y  2 0 2 0  M O V I E S C H E D U L E

Uncut Gems (2 hrs, 15 mins)
A charismatic jeweler (Adam Sandler) attempts 
to precariously balance business, family and 
adversaries while pursuing a big payoff.
Howard Ratner (Adam Sandler) is a charismatic New
York City jeweler always on the lookout for the next
big score. When he makes a series of high-stakes
bets that could lead to the windfall of a lifetime,

Howard must perform a precarious high-wire act, balancing business,
family, and encroaching adversaries on all sides, in his relentless pursuit
of the ultimate win.
Rating: R


